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Ottawa Centre, Royal Astronomical Society of Canada
The Ottawa Centre is one of twenty-one Centres comprising the Royal Astronomical 
Society of Canada -  an organization dedicated to the advancement of astronomy and 
allied sciences. The Ottawa Centre, formed in 1906, has about 240 members.
The Ottawa Centre has a number of facilities which are available to members. The 
Indian River Observatory houses an excellent 16-inch telescope, as well as a 10-inch 
instrument and a large radio telescope. The Ottawa Centre also operates a 
comprehensive astronomical library containing several hundred books.
Membership in the Ottawa Centre costs $25 for regular members (outside Canada, 
$25 US), or $15 for junior members (under 18 years). Members receive the yearly 
Observers’ Handbook, the bi-monthly Journal and National Newsletter, as well as 
this publication, Astronotes. Anyone interested in joining the Ottawa Centre may do so 
at any meeting. Observers’ Group meetings are held throughout the year, at 8:00 pm on 
the first Friday of each month, in the auditorium of the NRC building at 100 Sussex 
Drive. Regular Centre Meetings are held on the third Thursday of each month (except 
during the summer), at the same time and place.

Ottawa Centre Council Observers’ Group Executive
Honorary President Fred Lossing Chairperson Frank Roy
President Doug George Vice-Chairperson Max Stuart
1st Vice-President Rolf Meier
2nd Vice-President Sandra Ferguson Observers’ Group Coordinators
Secretary Derek MacLeod Lunar & Planetary Gary Mussar
Treasurer Mercedes Pelayo Solar Roseanne Mussar
Librarian Stan Mott Meteors Rick Crook
Recorder David Monoogian Comets Kyle Nunas
Councillor Paul Comision Instrumentation Doug George
Councillor Gary Mussar Variable Stars Casper Kaat
Councillor Gary Susick Radio Astronomy Frank Roy
Councillor Robin Molson Deep Sky Joe Zacconi
Councillor Art Fraser Occultations Brian Burke
1st Past President Rob McCallum OG Recorder Estelle Rother
2nd Past President Brian Burke
3rd Past President Peter MacKinnon

Articles for the next issue are due by April 24.
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EVENT HORIZONS Frank Roy

Apr. 7 Observers’ Group Meeting -  100 Sussex Drive, 8:00 pm.

Apr. 8 (9) IRO Star Party.

Apr. 20 Centre Meeting -  100 Sussex Drive, 8:00 pm. Popular science
writer Terrence Dickinson will talk about "Mars, Martians, and Little 
Green Men". See Page 5 for more information.

May 5 Observers’ Group Meeting -  100 Sussex Drive, 8:00 pm.

May 5 (6) IRO Star Party.

May 13 Astronomy Day.

June 2 Observers’ Group Meeting -  100 Sussex Drive, 8:00 pm.

June 3/4 Public Star Party -  Andrew Haydon Park.

June 30 RASC General Assembly -  Cape Breton.

July 7 Observers’ Group Meeting -  100 Sussex Drive, 8:00 pm.

Aug. 4 Stellafane.

May Star Party at IRO

There will be a members’ star party at the Indian River Observatory on 
Sat/Sun May 6/7. This will be the last party at IRO until the Deep Sky 
Weekend in October, so make an extra effort and come to this starry 
event! For members who need rides we will again meet at the Baseline 
bus terminal (in front of Algonquin College). Departure time will be 
7:00 pm.

Members’ star parties are also for friends of members. Anyone with 
binoculars and telescopes are asked to bring them if they can. 
Refreshments will be provided and -  yes -  we do have an out-house!

Star parties are an excellent source of vitamin S (star light) and for a 
healthy dose, eye exposure thru large telescopes is recommended. So 
come one, come all, and see the starry sky thru our fabulous 16.

For more information I can be reached at 820-0874. A Go/NoGo 
decision will be taken at 6:00 pm on the night in question.
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May Observers' Group Meeting Main Talk

Brian Roberts will give a talk entitled "The NRC Optical Shop" at the 
May Observer’s Group meeting. Brian will describe the equipment and 
facilities at the Montreal Road lab. The optical lab does experimental 
work for industry and government.

June Observers’ Group Meeting Main Talk

At the June Observers’ Group meeting Doug George will deliver the 
main talk entitled "Computer Graphics and the Telescope". His talk will 
include a demonstration of his Telescope Graphics Display System (US 
Patent Pending), which uses a large stellar data base to generate a 
synthesized star field that matches the eyepiece star field. The computer
generated image appears superimposed in the telescope eyepiece.

Doug developed the system for his Master’s thesis at Carleton 
University. It is based on original concepts developed by Professor Bob 
Morris and himself.

International Astronomy Day 1989

May 13, 1989 marks the thirteenth time that our society has sponsored 
Canadian participation in the international observance of Astronomy 
Day. This year Sandy Ferguson has volunteered her time to coordinate 
the Observers’ Group participation. She is organizing a shopping mall 
display and would appreciate any help she can get. Sandy can be reached 
at 237-0632.

This year, according to Steve Dodson (Astronomy Day Coordinator 
RASC), we will celebrate the success of the interplanetary probes. In 
May we should be getting the first good pictures of Uranus from 
Voyager 2, which will be at closest approach in August of this year.

M ARCH’S STAR PARTY Frank Roy

Saturday March 4 was clouded out by a major snow storm, and Sunday 
March 5 was just plainly clouded out. Although it did clear at about 
7:30 pm on Sunday the decision was at 6:00 pm for "No Go". Murphy 
was a weather man! We will try again in April.
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April Centre Meeting Notice

Terrence Dickinson

On

Mars, Martians, and Little 
Green Men

Thursday, April 2 0 , 1989, 
8:00 PM,

100 Sussex Drive

A Century ago, Mars was considered a likely abode of intelligent life. 
Terrence Dickinson traces the origin of these ideas and the uproar 
surrounding the so-called canals of Mars and their interpretation. 

Dickinson says the canals really exist; he has seen them. But evidence of 
intelligent life they are not. In the second half of his talk, Dickinson will 

review observations of the recent close approach of Mars. Many 
drawings and photos of the planet are included in the illustrated talk.

Terrence Dickinson is Canada’s most well-known astronomy writer. His 
most recent works include the award-winning "Exploring the Night 
Sky", "Exploring the Sky by Day", and "Nightwatch". He is heard 

regularly on CBC’s "Quirks and Quarks".
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THE EQUIPMENT LOAN LIBRARY Doug G eorge

The Ottawa Centre’s Equipment Loan Library is now officially open for 
business!

Many of our members do not have access to a telescope. Some are 
considering building or buying a telescope, but don’t know what is a 
good telescope, and what isn’t. These people can now borrow a piece of 
equipment from the Ottawa Centre for a month at a time.

This library has been in the works for some time, and only recently has 
sufficient equipment been obtained to start operation.

Kent Goranson of Focus Scientific Ltd. supplied most of the 
instruments, and donated $110 towards their purchase. He also supplied 
a copy of Terry Dickinson’s NightWatch, which will be loaned out with 
one of the instruments. I would like to thank him for his generous 
support of the RASC Ottawa Centre.

Paul Comision also donated a substantial sum and several books to the 
loan library. Paul deserves a real vote of thanks for helping to make the 
Equipment Loan Library a reality.

The loan library consists of five instruments:
2 pairs 7 X SO binoculars 
1 4.5" Astroscan reflecting telescope with eyepieces
1 4" Omcon reflecting telescope with eyepieces
1 60 mm Bushnell refracting telescope with eyepieces

All the equipment is new, with the exception of the Astroscan telescope, 
which was retrieved from IRO. The choice of new equipment was 
determined by Gary Susick and Paul Comision.

To borrow the equipment, you must contact the instrumentation 
coordinator -  namely myself. I will bring the equipment to the 
Observers’ Group meetings each month. If you want a particular piece of 
equipment, call me to see if it is available. The equipment will be loaned 
on a first-come first-served basis.

Equipment will be loaned for a one month period. It must be brought 
back to the next Observers’ Group meeting, or other arrangements made 
to return it before the meeting. No extensions will be permitted. 
Equipment may, however, be borrowed for a second month only if first 
returned at the OG meeting, and no other member wishes to use it.
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A deposit of $20.00 will be required to borrow any piece of equipment. 
This will be refunded (less applicable rental fees) upon return of the 
equipment in good working order. The borrower will be responsible for 
damage or loss. The equipment will be maintained through a small rental 
fee of $5.00 for a telescope, and $2.00 for a pair of binoculars. This is 
meant to cover wear-and-tear, not abuse! Late fees will be twice the 
rental fee. A rental form will be made available at the meetings.

ROBOT BUILDERS

From the Electronic Engineering Times - March 6, 1989.

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration plans to greet the 
21st century with a radio astronomy observatory on the moon that will 
be erected and maintained by a robotic vehicle.

A concept designed by Batelle calls for a six-wheeled, 3,100 pound 
vehicle with two arms mounted near the front and a payload bay to carry 
600 very-low-frequency antennae that it would set up as the observatory 
in a crater on the far side of the moon.

The vehicle would be powered by four radio-isotope thermoelectric 
generators with secondary lithium batteries for peak loading. It would 
navigate over a 5,000-km range with an inertial navigation system with 
laser triangulation calibration.

The vehicle will map the entire area before building the observatory. On
board sensors will help it avoid dangerous objects, and it will be 
designed to stop and await commands from earth if it encounters objects 
it does not recognize.

The concept calls for speeds of up to 3 km/hour and a capability to 
negotiate slopes of up to 30°, climb over foot high obstacles, and cross 
crevasses up to 1 metre wide.

The vehicle would be expected to operate on the lunar surface for seven 
to ten years.
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HELLO, IS ANYBODY OUT THERE? The Chairm an

You -  yes you -  the one reading this article, when was the last time 
you contributed anything to the Observers’ Group?

Now don’t get me wrong. This is only a plead to get members actively 
involved in our club -  in your club. We have almost 250 members in 
the Ottawa Centre of whom about 75 regularly attend the Observers’ 
Group meetings. These people are in fact the Observers’ Group. The 
"Observers’ Group" term would imply that this group of people are 
observing -  are they? I would like to know, in fact I think everyone in 
the Observers’ Group would like to know.

Why not give a talk, or maybe write an article for Astronotes? How 
about sharing your observations with other club members?

I have asked Derek Macleod to activate the digital photometer project. 
Derek currently has the photometer and is trying to fix and upgrade it. 
With this we can do some serious variable observations, publishable in 
scientific journals.

This summer Doug George will reactivate the infamous 10" f/4.5 
reflector which Rolf Meier installed several years ago at IRO. Doug has 
ben allocated $400 by Council to improve this telescope. It was taken out 
of commission last summer, and Doug has donated his time to refurbish 
it. When he re-installs the 10" at IRO it will have a clock drive so that it 
can be used as a platform for astrophotography.

Paul Comision has agreed to give a mini-course on stellar evolution 
sometime late this spring. The courses will be about two hours long and 
span three weeks. They will probably take place at a room in the Sussex 
Drive labs. Standby for further information.

Max Stuart will give a course/demonstration on telescope making, 
sometime this fall.

I need ideas -  lots of ideas. If anybody has any, which I’m sure you do, 
my ears are waiting. If you want this club to be vibrant and exciting I 
need your help -  I can’t do it alone. Unless members participate in the 
club we cannot truly call ourselves an "Observers Group", we can only 
be it in name.

The coordinators are expected to coordinate, generate enthusiasm in their 
field of interest. Anybody can be a coordinator all you need is 
enthusiasm, the magic word! Enthusiasm generates excitement, which
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gets people fired up and willing to participate. Once people start 
participating, friendships form, and it is these friendships that the 
foundation of a true club are built on. In a way astronomy is only an 
"excuse" for people to get together at the Observers’ Group. I believe 
that for astronomy to be done in our club there must be a feeling of 
friendship, of camaraderie. People must be willing to share their ideas no 
matter how far fetched they may appear at first. They must be able to 
feel at ease with the club.

I hope I have stirred up some feelings concerning our club and I 
welcome feedback, personally to me or even writing a letter to 
Astronotes.

Indeed, I would very much like to see more young members involved, 
for it is my experience that the younger folk tend to be more enthusiastic.

All in all, if I were to achieve just one thing as Chairman it would be to 
fire up new friendships between members and create a feeling of 
camaraderie in the club, to create an atmosphere where amateur 
astronomy can grow.

OBSERVERS’ GROUP MEETING Frank Roy

Chairman Frank Roy opened the meeting at about 8:10 pm with more 
than 49 people present of whom 85% were members. This was our first 
meeting in the auditorium. Previously the OG meetings were held in 
room 3001 (100 Sussex Drive) since September 1974. The NRC has put 
a ceiling on the maximum number of people in 3001 (66) and as this 
limit was exceeded, members were turned away at the February meeting. 
Ken Tapping re-booked our meetings in the auditorium until December.

Frank also mentioned that previous to Room 3001 the OG meetings were 
held in the Geophysical building at the Old Dominion Observatory 
(1956).

It was reported that the Stan Mott library currently on the third floor will 
be moved to a more accessible location near the auditorium, probably in 
a hallway in back of the auditorium. In the meantime the guards will let 
us use the library at the end of the meeting.

Members were invited to talk to the chairman and speakers at the break 
and at the end of the meeting -  he promised that they don’t bite!
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Mention was made of the star party on March 4/5, and the Centre 
meeting on March 16 featuring Clifford Cunningham speaking on 
Asteroids.

Membership now stands at about 235.

Max Stuart held his second annual swap table at the beginning of the 
meeting. Millions of dollars worth of equipment were traded or sold with 
Max taking home huge profits.

It was announced that our Deep Sky coordinator, Joe Zacconi, became a 
father just a few weeks before. Congratulations Joe!

Doug George will be giving a talk to the local IEEE association on 
March 21 at Carleton University on his Telescope Graphics Display 
System.

Unfortunately Jacques Labrecque was not able to give his talk on 
Maksutov telescopes but will deliver it at the April meeting.

After the announcements, Paul Comision came up to deliver his cutting 
edge astronomy news. Paul mentioned some recent work on W Ursae 
Majoris stars. They are variable close binaries with short periods. 
Astronomers believe that many close binaries eventually coalesce into 
single objects. He explained the different possibilities of how this could 
happen. He discussed some confusing terms that Sky & Telescope uses 
describing stellar and galactic objects. Why not use different terms to 
describe different objects?

Paul also reported on Very Large Array observations of NGC 5256, a 
14th magnitude galaxy with two nuclei 10 arc seconds apart. NGC 5256 
is believed to be two spiral galaxies colliding. This is supported by IRAS 
data. Astronomers believe that strong radio emissions are caused by 
shock waves in the system’s interstellar gas. Using the Arecibo radio 
telescope, observations were made of comets to determine their spin and 
other information.

The last item in Paul’s news list concerns our Sun being a variable star. 
Observations indicate that the Sun’s brightness varies by about 0.1% 
during the course of a solar cycle. He went on to explain how these 
observations were made.

Next up was Fred Lossing giving us one of his extremely interesting and 
concise talks. He talked about measurements he made with his 
photometer on #14 welder’s glass. He explained that the data indicated
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that #14 would dim the sun so much that it would appear as bright as the 
full moon -  a difference of about 12 magnitudes.

The main speaker that night was Paul Comision. His topic was Pulsars, 
with mention of the newly-discovered pulsar in Shelton’s SNR. He 
explained that pulsars are the product of Supernovae, and went into some 
detail of the mechanism of these awesome explosions.

Some explosions lead to neutron stars where the gravitational force is so 
enormous that protons and electrons are forced together to form 
neutrons. An object only 25 km across can be as massive as two suns. At 
the surface the density is over 100,000,000,000,000 times that of water. 
A pulsar is a spinning neutron star. Pulsars were first discovered by 
Jocelyn Bell, a graduate student at Cambridge University, on November 
2 8 , 1967, with a radio telescope set up by Antony Hewish.

Pulsars, it turns out, don’t pulse at all. The regular bursts of radio 
emission we observe originate in continuous beams of radiation which 
emerge from the star at each of its magnetic poles - for the star has an 
incredibly powerful magnetic field.

After Paul’s excellent talk the Chairman announced a ten minute break.

Vice-Chairman Max Stuart opened the second half of the meeting. He 
briefly mentioned the swap table and asked people to stay away from the 
large bag of money that he made at the swap table.

Max introduced our deep sky coordinator Joe Zacconi who gave his first 
talk ever, on deep sky objects in Cassiopeia. Joe introduced us to some 
open clusters and nebulae in Cassiopeia including my favorite galactic 
cluster, NGC 7789. Joe gave a good talk and hopefully he will give 
more.

Next up was Frank Roy who showed us some of his astrophotography, 
actually copies of shots. The copies were made with a Pentax SMC 
50mm f/1.4 lens closed down to f/11, with a flash as the light source and 
a bellows to adjust the magnification and achieve focus.

Kyle Nunas, our comet coordinator, gave the fastest talk in the west 
(about 2 minutes 29 seconds). He talked about a comet of about 12th 
magnitude that was fading.

Frank Roy, the Chairman asked people to bring their telescopes to the 
meeting so that we could have an observing session in the back of the
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NRC at the end of the meeting. He even promised to bring his if the 
weather warmed up!

Frank mentioned the usual reminders and closed the meeting at about 
9:30 pm.

CASTOR VALLEY PUBLIC SCHOOL STAR NIGHT Sandy Ferguson

The Junior Astronomers at the National Museum of Science and 
Technology will be holding their final meeting of the season on Tuesday, 
April 11th at Castor Valley Public School, near Greely.

The school has requested that we provide a slide presentation, some 
talks, and a star night for the Juniors and the school’s students and their 
families. If anyone could help out by bringing along his/her telescope for 
the starnight, your assistance would be greatly appreciated. Doug George 
will be conducting the evening in my absence, so please give him a call 
if you can help. If anyone feels they might like to give a short talk on 
some aspect of astronomy that might interest students in the 7-14 age 
bracket, please let Doug know. The Vice-Principal expressed an interest 
in hearing about rocketry and space vehicles, if you are knowledgeable 
in that area.

Castor Valley School is located on Regional Road 6, south of Greely. Go 
out Highway 31 (Bank Street), past Regional Road 8, through the village 
of Greely. Reg. Rd. 6 is located approximately 8 km from Reg. Rd. 8. 
Turn right and the school can be found on the left hand side, about 2 km 
from the highway. It has a large inflatable gym adjacent to the school, 
which is hard to miss. The evening will run from 7:00 to 10:00 pm. 
Doug’s phone number is 591-3119.
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THE SKY THIS MONTH Doug G eorge

Mercury approaches a favourable eastern elongation by the end of the 
month, when it is visible in the west just after sunset. Venus is not 
visible. Mars is in Taurus, high in the southwest at sunset Jupiter is also 
in Taurus. Saturn is in Sagittarius, very low in the southeast at sunrise.

Watch for the beautiful occultation of the Pleiades star cluster by the 
moon on April 8. A grazing occultation precedes the show.

With the coming of spring, there are more than rain showers. Meteor 
showers are also making a return.

Keep a special eye out for aurora -  an absolutely amazing display 
occurred on the night of March 12/13. The display produced colours of 
an intensity I have never seen before. A huge solar flare caused the 
display -  more may be in store as the solar cycle approaches maximum 
activity.
Event

New Moon
Moonless Evening Observing Ends 
Grazing occultation of SAO 76046 
Moon occults the Pleiades Cluster 
First Quarter 
Full Moon
Lyrid Meteor Shower
Moonless Evening Observing Begins 
Last Quarter

New Moon
Eta Aquarid Meteor Shower
Moonless Evening Observing Ends 
First Quarter

Date EDT

Apr 5 23:33
Apr 7
Apr 8 19:32
Apr 8 20:00
Apr 12 19:13
Apr 20 23:13
Apr 22 09:00
Apr 25
Apr 28 16:46

May 5 05:46
May 4 12:00
May 7
May 12 10:19
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ASTRO-WORD M ercedes Pelayo

Across

1 Made Tombaugh famous
3 Mean plane of Earth's Path
7 Seventh letter of Greek alphabet
9 Soviet probes 1964,65,68,69, & 70
11 Elementary Particle (or part of a radio show!)
12 Ancient Timepiece
15 Edge of a disc
16 Path in a gravitational field
17 SI unit for flux density
18 A not-so-simple telescope
19 Evidence of motion away
22 A great circle
25 ESA launch vehicle
26 Some stars
29 Primary observing tool
30 To charge 27 Down
31 Slows down when approaching the speed of light
32 Brilliant object in Crux
34 A great circle
36 He classified galaxies
41 Bright star in Cygnus
43 American photographic mission to the Moon
45 Orbital point of maximum velocity
46 He had Newton’s Principia printed
47 CIT research centre in Goldstone, California
48 Describes object in 32 Across
49 Opposite of 45 Across
50 Part of 27 Down

Down

1 Causes a star to wobble
2 Centres of ellipses
4 With 7 Across; object in Keyhole nebula
5 Eccentric member of the solar system
6 Launched January 26,1983
8 June 3 0 , 1908 -  scene of massive destruction
10 A simple telescope
11 Super-energetic object
13 Made Ian Shelton famous
14 Satellite of Saturn
15 Name of stable points in an orbit
18 Proposal for origin of moon
19 Jovian storm
20 Evidence of infrared energy
21 Home of Olympus Mons
22 Home of the Invaders (?)
23 Satellite of Saturn
24 Summer shower
27 Basic unit of matter
28 A Hothouse
33 A fireball
35 Radio telescope in Puerto Rico
37 Type of radio telescope in 35 Down
38 Landed man on moon
39 Star in Lyra
40 He described orbits of planets
42 Wide field eyepiece
44 Opposite of 19 across
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